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Abstract
While the increasing average age of population is posing new challenges to
societies and healthcare systems, the emergence of the Internet of Things
research area is generating the hope for automated assisted environments,
which could combine the advances in sensors networks with that of runtime
monitoring systems, in order to create smart houses able to take care of their
older inhabitants and delay the recourse to hospitals and nursing homes.
However, although various assisted living systems have been proposed in the
last decade, the goal of realizing an effective domestic support system for
elderly is still far from reached.
In this work, we present a project aiming to re-engineer a set of everyday
life objects, equipping them with environmental and wearable sensors, thus
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to monitor the condition of older people in their domestic residences and
provide security while preserving the autonomy and independence of the
subjects. The main focus of the paper at hand is on the requirements and
solutions implemented to realize the backbone infrastructure of such system
as regards both the adopted semantic message routing mechanism and the
newly conceived approach to event analysis, which combines Complex Event
Processing and a reactive implementation of Event Calculus.
Keywords: Internet of Things, Complex Event Processing, Reactive Event
Calculus, Assisted Living
1. Introduction
Nowadays, as the average age of population increases, the need for solutions to support and lengthen the autonomy of elderly has become more and
more pressing. In order to maintain the dignity of older people, it is crucial
to allow them to continue living in their everyday environment, avoiding specialized centers and hospitals (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention,
2013).
Over the last decade, the availability of low-cost electronic devices, sensors
and actuators, and the diffusion of Internet of Things (IoT) research area
have been seen as enabling factors for the creation of assisted environments,
which can turn common houses into flexible, adaptive and reactive places,
where the autonomy of people is no longer opposed to security but tightly
bounded to it. This would allow old or disabled subjects to remain in their
houses longer, relaying on a hardware/software infrastructure to ensure a
close interaction with family and healthcare professionals.
Besides this strategy positively affecting elderly’s self-confidence and independence (and ultimately exponentially increases the quality of their life),
it also brings positive consequences to the society from an economic point of
view, in terms of reduction of the assistance costs. In fact, as also underlined
by the 2015’s World report on ageing and health by the Word Health Organization (World Health Organization, 2015; Beard et al., 2016), “healthy
ageing is more than just the absence of disease” and the healthcare costs to
society are not only related to the actions made to foster old people’s functional abilities, but also to “the benefits that might be missed if countries fail
to make the appropriate adaptations and investments”. The recommended
societal approach to population ageing includes the objective of building an
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age-friendly world. The report also highlights the need to transform health
systems away from disease-based curative models but towards the provision
of integrated care, which should be centered on the needs of older people.
The goal of developing IoT-based assisted environments goes precisely in
this direction.
Although some enhancements has been made, the objective of realizing a
domestic monitoring system (possibly provided with a nice and easy-to-use
interface), able to give an effective runtime support to user’s everyday life,
still remains far from achieved.
In this framework, the Habitat project (HABITAT, 2016) has been designed to apply the advances of IoT research field to the creation of a smart
assisted domestic environment, capable of adapting to the evolving requirements of aging or disabled people. The project aims to re-engineer a set of
objects from everyday life, equipping them with environmental and wearable
sensors and actuators, which should result non-invasive during daily user activities. The behavior of the system as a whole is required to adapt to the
actual abilities of each user, thus helping (or preventing) him to carry out
actions depending on her specific profile.
One of the main challenges of the project was the development of an effective backbone software infrastructure, to collect row monitoring data from
sensors and extract elaborated information from them, including reaction
strategies in case of emergency. Such infrastructure is also responsible for
connecting the physical world with the information world: autonomous reasoning capabilities must be applied to a digital representation of the actual
environment. Based on such capabilities, interactive services must be provided to a multitude of stakeholders. In the end, the infrastructure is required
to manage the inter-play among objects (like furniture and appliances) and
people (with different profiles), eventually taking into consideration “global
knowledge” originated outside the surrounding environment.
From the technical point of view, the design of such reliable infrastructure
must take into account various requirements. First of all, as the Habitat system consists of heterogeneous, multi-vendor objects and devices (sensors, actuators, human interfaces), which are not originally designed to work together
but need to co-operate in order to achieve a common goal, interoperability is
a primary and crucial requirement.
Furthermore, these entities may runtime connect or disconnect from the
system, and new objects, appliances and services might be added during the
application life-cycle (possibly avoiding any reconfiguration), thus making the
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support to a dynamic environment another important requirement. Changes
within the system must be detected, related to the context and notified to
the interested users according to the application business logic. Eventually,
context-dependent services need to be provided by interactive devices acting
as mediators between people and the surrounding space (Bartolini et al.,
2012).
As the re-engineered objects provide a large continuous stream of information about the environment and its guests, the Habitat platform is required
to supply an efficient and reliable processing mechanism. The data stream
from various sensors can be actually seen as a flux of occurred events, which
might not be significant if considered individually, but might on the contrary
provide precious information if correctly grouped. Depending on the complexity of properties that the system is required to check, the analysis of the
data flowing from sensors can be very burdensome in terms of computing
capabilities. The requirement of being able to provide sudden runtime reactions in case of detected critical conditions further exacerbates the problem.
Finally, as the Habitat system necessarily intertwines the information
from several interconnected elements with a knowledge base of different user
profiles, the nature of the concepts and properties that needs to be monitored is often very complex, demanding a highly expressive notation to represent the relevant situations that might occur in the domestic environment.
Nevertheless, this expressive notation should not increase the complexity of
temporal reasoning on the events and their effects.
In order to meet these multiple requirements, the Habitat project leverages three key technologies:
• a semantic message routing engine named SPARQL Event Processing
Architecture (SEPA) (Roffia et al., 2018), to enable interoperability and
dynamicity;
• a knowledge-based Complex Event Processing (CEP) (Luckham, 2008)
engine, to provide an efficient runtime mechanism to monitor the flow
of events from various sensors;
• Reactive Event Calculus (REC) (Chesani et al., 2010a; Bragaglia et al.,
2012a), to support temporal reasoning and provide a highly expressive
– yet easy-to-manage – mechanism to represent the properties going to
be monitored.
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In this paper, we discuss how the advances in semantic message routing,
event processing and temporal reasoning has been applied to the real use case
of the Habitat project to realize an effective Decision Support System (DSS)
for elderly and healthcare professionals. Therefore, the main focus is on
the platform’s backbone infrastructure, responsible to collect row monitoring
data from sensors, extract further information, and provide useful suggestions
for an healthy life or reactions to dangerous situations.
The main contributions of the work at hand can be summarized as follows:
• a description – in the framework of the Habitat project requirements
– of the proposed mechanism for semantic message routing, as well as
the advantages brought by this approach;
• a discussion about how CEP and REC can be intertwined to realize an
efficient and easy-to-manage knowledge-based DSS, which allows aging
people to live in the their present domestic environments without giving
up security;
• a practical overview of some interesting scenarios in which the application of REC onto a platform for CEP significantly simplifies the implementation of the temporal rules;
• a performance evaluation of the main components of the Habitat system.
In the following, we give a deeper insight of the Habitat project, its desired
features and motivations for chosen technologies (Section 2). We also provide
a description of the architecture of the system (Section 3), giving particular
attention to the information routing engine and the implemented DSS. In
Section 4, some real scenarios of the Habitat system are presented, whereas in
Section 5 the Habitat project’s performance is evaluated in real and simulated
environments. Related work and conclusion follow.
2. Project aim and enabling technologies
Habitat has been designed to partially answer to the need of independence
coming from aging people living alone or occasionally assisted by relatives
and caregivers. The project, which has been developed over a period of
two years from January 2016, started from the initial elicitation of the system requirements emerged from a series of interviews to older persons, their
5

relatives and healthcare professionals, conducted by means of ASC Insieme
(ASC, 2018), a social cooperative specialized in the care of elderly. This initial requirement analysis confirmed that, in order to increase the quality of
life of the aging population, it is crucial to reduce the use of nursing homes.
The more an elderly person can continue to inhabit his normal spaces in
autonomy, the more are the positive effects on his self-esteem and ultimately
on physical and mental well-being.
For this reason, the project aims to enrich the house of the subject with
a collection of re-engineered objects equipped with sensors and actuators,
capable to interact with each other and realize an advanced assisted environment.
As discussed in the previous section, aiming to realize a robust backbone
architecture for such system, interoperability and support to dynamicity are
primary requirements to allow inter-object cooperation. With this purpose,
Habitat builds on top of previous research in the domain of smart spaces
introduced by Lassila (Lassila, 2007) and further developed in several European projects, including SOFIA (SOFIA, 2018). A smart space is a digital
representation of the physical world (i.e., of the environment and the objects
therein located), stored in an interoperable, machine understandable format,
kept up to date and made available to interested applications (Ovaska et al.,
2012). The adopted solution for information routing implements the smart
space concept using Semantic Web technologies (Berners-Lee et al., 2001) i.e.,
through ontologies mapped onto a common data model represented as a direct labelled graph according to the Resource Description Framework (RDF).
Smart spaces lead to an extremely simple and general approach to solve
Habitat interoperability, evolvability and dynamicity issues, as well as its
message exchange needs (Ovaska et al., 2012). Indeed, a platform hosting
a smart space just requires a repository for storing and managing graphs
and a graph query language – e.g., SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language (SPARQL) – to extract information, which might even be not explicitly
stated. All objects and devices connected to the smart space share the same
representation of the environment, co-operate and are called smart objects.
Starting from this background, the smart space solution proposed by
Habitat (Antoniazzi et al., 2017) consists of the following components: (i ) a
shared ontology modeling all the Habitat players, their instances and the
relevant static and dynamic relations between them. This model, based
on the Semantic Web technologies, is needed to enable interoperability at
information level i.e., mutual understanding of all Habitat entities; (ii ) a
6

SPARQL endpoint hosting the smart space; (iii ) a semantic engine with
semantic event processing and notification capabilities named SEPA (Roffia
et al., 2018). Through it, the smart space is continuously updated by the
smart objects, which, in turn, may subscribe to be alerted upon a specific and
semantically defined context-change event; (iv ) a set of multi-language APIs,
to enable the interaction between the smart space and the smart objects.
On top of ensuring information level interoperability, this approach has
the great advantage of decoupling data and code, thus providing a quick and
easy way to develop the desired application (Roffia et al., 2016). At the
same time, evolvability and dynamicity are supported, as new devices and
entities may be added without reconfiguring the existing software agents, as
long as the ontology is properly designed. As all Habitat objects and devices
(including interactive devices with man in the loop) are connected to the
smart space, they share the same semantic and dynamic representation of
the environment.
Besides interoperability, another crucial issue when developing the backbone infrastructure of the Habitat IoT system is the need for an efficient
runtime analysis of the flow of data coming from the smart objects in order
to extract complex knowledge about the state of the system and in particular, information about the monitored subject. Therefore, the chosen message
routing engine must work alongside a solid and efficient data processing mechanism. Furthermore, as a key feature of the Habitat system is the possibility
to adapt the monitoring rules to the needs of different subjects, the flexibility in configuration is another important requirement of the system. For
example, in an environment where more than one elderly or disabled people
is present, some may require assistance while doing a particular action – like
walking down the stares –, while some others may not. Forcing everyone to
have the same kind of assistance would inevitably bring useless help to autonomous persons and insufficient assistance to more disabled people: both
cases compromise the quality of life. It is also important to consider that
even the assistance needs of a single subject may change over time as his
physical conditions evolve.
For this reason, the backbone infrastructure of the IoT system is enriched
with a configurable and easy-to-use mechanism based on CEP to express the
monitoring properties. This software technology has been conceived to process high-frequency streams of events. Everything that happens inside (e.g.,
signals form sensors) or outside (e.g., external input from the caregiver or
family) the environment can be seen as an event (Etzion & Niblett, 2010;
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Luckham, 2008). Some happenings, like for example, the presence of a subject in a certain position of the domestic environment, might not be relevant
if considered individually. The role of CEP is to contextualize the events
and relate them to other previous happenings, thus to create more complex
and meaningful events. For example, if the subject is identified in the system database as an old person with initial physical decay, and the sensors
reported the same position – correspondent to a particularly significant zone,
like the bathroom – for a certain amount of time that is considered dangerous, the CEP engine can trigger another more complex event signifying that
the subject is likely to be fallen or be in a risky situation. Consequently,
other actions should be carried out, like for example, report the fact to a
relative.
In other words, the synthetic complex event that is generated by the
system correlates several simple, lower-level events in a more meaningful
event, thus providing the real benefits of CEP. This technology employs
sliding windows and temporal operators, often with a declarative fashion, to
simplify the specification of temporal reasoning. Nevertheless, in a complex
environment, such as Habitat, the variety of sensor signals and situations that
require a notification to users, might exacerbate the difficulties of monitoring
property specification. Actually, although the declarative nature of CEP
rules is able to simplify the identification of significant situations, temporal
reasoning remains a complex topic: the triggering of an alarm and the kind
of reaction to be provided by the assisted environment might depend on the
occurrence of several different events in more or less recent windows of time.
For example, a simple policy stating that different reactions should be
carried out by the system whether the caregiver is present in the house or
not when the subject is detected to be seated with an incorrect posture
for more than M minutes, entails a non-trivial reasoning on the presence
and absence of low level events – like the signal from sensors revealing the
caregiver presence, or the data about the correct/incorrect posture from other
sensors – on different windows of time. Furthermore, the notifications might
need to be repeated over time in case of no answer (from the subject or
caregiver), while the continuous triggering of the same notification as long
as the significant situation is not resolved is certainly to be avoided. These
simple examples, already highlight how the specification of the properties
to be monitored over time might quickly become very difficult. In order
to manage this complexity, it is important to provide a highly expressive
mechanism to represent the analysed situation.
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To this end, we relay on a reactive and logic-based version of Event Calculus (EC), named REC. Since its introduction in 1986 (Kowalski & Sergot,
1989), EC has been recognized as an excellent framework for reasoning about
time and events. Its logic-based formalism was expressly conceived for specifying in a declarative manner how the happening of events affects the state
of the environment. While EC is basically deductive, and is typically used to
reason about a fixed history of events, its extension, REC (Bragaglia et al.,
2012a) was introduced to cope with monitoring tasks, where events continuously happen at a fast rate and restarting the reasoning from scratch at
each event arrival – as would be required by EC – results unpractical. In the
Habitat platform, the employment of REC has a twofold advantage: on one
hand, allows to specify very complex action-reaction mechanisms thanks to
its highly expressive logic; on the other, it greatly simplify the management
of the several events and situations occurring in the system.
3. Architecture of the system
The architecture of the Habitat system has been conceived to integrate a
collection of heterogeneous smart devices into a single assisted environment.
As underlined in Fig. 1, some of these everyday life objects includes sensors
to enable the collection of low level parameters, while some others have been
created to work as interfaces between the system and the elderly subject or
the caregiver. There are four types of sensor-equipped objects:
• a smart brooch, composed of an active Radio-Frequency Identification
(RFID) tag that can be pinned to the clothes of the subject going to
be monitored;
• a wall lamp, equipped with a RFID reader able to track the presence
of the smart pin, thus to realize an indoor localization system;
• a wearable belt, able to analyze the quality of the subject’s movements
in the space (e.g., number, length and balance of steps) thanks to an
integrated inertial sensor; and
• a smart chair, equipped with load cells under its feet and seat, to detect
when a user is seated or attempts to stand-up, as well as incorrect
positions (which can cause postural discomfort or even falls).
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The data coming from these sensors are collected through the SEPA semantic message routing engine and analyzed with REC temporal reasoning
over a knowledge based CEP engine, to finally realize a DSS, which provides
suggestions for the subjects and caregivers or triggers alarms when critical
situations are detected.
The monitored subject and the caregiver interact with the system through
tree types of objects:
• a smartphone with a preinstalled specific application, useful to deliver
messages to the environment inhabitants and, at the same time, to
collect feedbacks from them;
• a wall panel, which can operate as a common television or radio but is
useful to remark and emphasize the messages sent by the Habitat platform to the smartphone’s application; and
• a web interface to monitor the state of the system and edit the user
profiles.
3.1. Indoor localization system
Among all the sensor-equipped objects, a crucial role in the monitoring
mechanism is played by the indoor localization system, which is performed
by a RFID system composed of a single reader and several active tags. The

Figure 1: Architecture of the Habitat system
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current prototype of the reader, called Remotely Identify and Detect (RID)
(Del Prete et al., 2013), operates at a frequency of 2.4 GHz, belonging to the
Industrial, Scientific and Medical (ISM) Radio Band, and is based on an array
of two flag-type dipole antennas, able to create, according to the Monopulse
radar technique, two different radiation patterns: the Sum (Σ), thanks to
the in-phase feeding, and the Difference (∆), derived from the out-of-phase
feeding, whose a-posteriori elaboration is able to guarantee the appropriate
figure of merit (Maximum Power Ratio) for the detection of the tags. Finally,
the electronic beam steering allows to retrieve the correct angular position
of the tags at a certain time with centimeter-level accuracy.
For the calculation of the distance between the tag and the RID, the maximum value of Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) at the Σ Channel
is exploited, using both the value of this RSSI at a reference distance (i.e.,
one meter) and a path-loss model to simply characterize the radio channel
of the indoor scenario under evaluation. The RID-tag distance d is therefore
calculated as follows:
P0 −PR
(1)
d = 10 10n ,
where P0 and PR are the maximum values of RSSI received at Σ port during
calibration at the reference distance and in real-time, respectively, and n is
the path-loss exponent (representing the radio propagation in the location
under test: typically, 2 for free space, down to 1.6 for indoor environments)
(Liang & Krause, 2016).
The room has been also sectorized into three calibration areas, characterizing them with different calibration and path-loss values: the reader is able
to track and locate tagged people in a reading zone going from -45◦ to +45◦
with respect to the azimuthal plane. The interested reader can find further
details about the indoor localization system in (Antoniazzi et al., 2017).
The RID-equipped wall lamp has been located approximately at 165 cm
of height: this could prevent or minimize the effects of humane blockage or
other unwanted interferences. After several trials, also some feasible positions
of the active tags have been selected: in a cap on the head, on the chest as
a pendant, or – as discussed in this work – on a shoulder as a brooch.
The angle and the distance of tags collected by the RID are converted
into (x, y) positions and sent to the Habitat DSS through the SEPA semantic
routing. Then they are further elaborated into more complex events by the
knowledge based CEP engine. The following sections clarify the working
principles of the message broker and discuss how CEP and REC can be
11

intertwined to realize a reliable and easy-to-manage event processing system.
3.2. SEPA engine
SEPA (SPARQL Event Processing Architecture) (Roffia et al., 2018) is a
decentralized Web-based architecture designed to support the development
of distributed, dynamic, context-aware and interoperable services and applications. As shown in Fig. 2, SEPA provides a layer over the Linked Data
that enables the detection and notification of changes in the underpinning
RDF graph(s).

Figure 2: SEPA, SPARQL Event Processing Architecture

A core component of the architecture is the SEPA broker which implements a content-based publish-subscribe mechanism where the W3C SPARQL
1.1 Update (SPARQL Update, 2013) and Query (SPARQL Query, 2013)
languages are fully supported and used respectively by publishers and subscribers. The architecture is built on top of the W3C SPARQL 1.1 Protocol
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(SPARQL Protocol, 2013) and introduces the SPARQL 1.1 Secure Event
(SE) Protocol (SPARQL SE Protocol, 2018) and the SPARQL 1.1 Subscribe
Language (SPARQL Subscribe, 2018). The former allows agents to interact
with a SEPA broker like with a standard SPARQL Protocol service (also
known as SPARQL endpoint), but at the same time, it allows to convey subscriptions and notifications expressed according to the latter. The SPARQL
1.1 SE Protocol also support client and server authentication, data encryption and message integrity – i.e., based on JSON Web Tokens (JSON Web
Tokens, 2015). The SEPA reference implementation is available on GitHub
(SEPA, 2018) and uses the Websocket protocol (WebSocket, 2011) to convey subscription requests and notifications. APIs in several programming
language are available, including Java, Python, JavaScript and Go.
SEPA provides a design pattern where an application can be seen as a
collection of agents. As shown in the top layer of Fig. 2, each agent plays
a specific role within an application i.e., producer, consumer or aggregator,
and can be shared among different applications. While a producer publishes
events by means of a SPARQL 1.1 Update, a consumer is subscribed to
specific events through a SPARQL 1.1 Query. An aggregator plays both roles:
it is subscribed to events and generates new events based on the content of
the received notifications.
SEPA introduces the JSON SPARQL Application Profile (JSAP) (JSON,
2018) as a mean to describe an application. JSAP is a JSON file describing
a SEPA application by including the parameters needed to interact with one
(or more) SEPA broker instance(s), along with all the SPARQL 1.1 Updates
and Queries used by the application.
3.3. Habitat Decision Support System
In order to cope with the complexity of event stream analysis for IoT
applications, it is crucial to arrange the flow of data from the smart environment according to a classification that can be employed at runtime to
simplify the monitoring process. For this reason, the knowledge-based DSS
implemented for the Habitat project organizes the flow of data according to
two main directives:
• a vertical composition of events from the simplest to the most complicated – i.e., semantically pregnant –, as to realize a hierarchical
organization of the facts reported by the IoT environment;
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• a horizontal arrangement of happened (simple or complex) events according to their temporal occurrence.
Orthogonally to these vertical/horizontal directives, it is also important
to consider that the Habitat monitoring process is further complicated by
the need to perform temporal analysis not only on the status of the subject, but also on the generated notifications/answers (to/from the subject or
caregiver), as they are an integral part of the set of events to be analyzed.
Thanks to its founding feature of enabling pattern matching over incoming events and their continuous transformations into semantically richer and
richer events, CEP is the perfect candidate to perform the vertical organization of the observed facts. Actually, CEP is a technology (Luckham, 2008;
Luckham & Schulte, 2011) to enable the continuous stream processing of
general data flows in near real-time. The key element of CEP is the ability
to provide context-awareness through in-memory pattern matching i.e., every raw information coming from the environment is considered as an event
and CEP allows to specify those patterns in the event stream that represent meaningful situations in the application domain. According to CEP,
the stream analysis follows three steps: 1. the data coming from sensors are
captured and interpreted as events; 2. this event flow is inspected to identify patterns with a particular meaning for the domain; 3. a reaction to the
identified situation is triggered as a response.
In particular, the matching of an event pattern means that the system
is in a significant state from the point of view of the application domain.
The reaction to this state can be either the triggering of a domain-specific
action, or the generation of a novel, more complex event. The latter has the
purpose to correlate several simple, low-level events into a semantically richer
one, which is put back into the event flow and can be later involved in other
matching operations. As these more complex events allow a progressive gain
of insight into the current state of the system, they represent the key feature
of CEP’s context-awareness.
In order to apply CEP’s theory, the Habitat DSS leverages Drools Fusion
(Drools, 2018), an efficient and widely employed forward chaining engine
for CEP based on the Rete algorithm (Forgy, 1982). According to Drools
prescriptions, event processing rules are composed of two parts: a logic condition, that declares the pattern that should be matched in order to fire the
execution of the next part; and a sequence of actions, that must be carried
out when the condition is satisfied. Listing 1 exemplifies the structure of
14

Drools Fusion’s rules.
Listing 1: Example of CEP rule according to Drools Fusion syntax
1
2
3
4
5
6

rule "Rule title/description"
when
logic condition on knowledge base facts or events from EventStream
then
actions to be executed
end

In order to express the temporal relations between events in the logic
condition, Drools allows the employment of sliding windows and temporal
operators, typically in a declarative fashion, which accounts for the clarity
and ease-of-use of its approach. Indeed, as the domain of temporal reasoning
is intrinsically characterized by high variability and necessity to deal with
many execution alternatives, the declarative nature of the logic condition
part represents a crucial advantage of Drools because it allows a simpler elicitations of the matching constraints with respect to procedural approaches.
Despite the well-known advantages brought by the employment of CEP
in various domains, in the context of an IoT application like Habitat, event
analysis remains an articulated issue. For this reason, REC (Chesani et al.,
2010a; Bragaglia et al., 2012a) is used to enhance temporal reasoning through
the horizontal arrangement of happened events.
REC is a reactive evolution of Kowalski and Sergot’s EC (Kowalski &
Sergot, 1989), who first proposed a novel approach to the reasoning about
the evolution of the system: instead of thinking primarily in terms of system’s
state and actions as transitions between states, the authors proposed to think
about the occurrences of actions – considering them as events – and the
periods of time that they initiate and terminate (Sergot, 2002). In particular,
the basic concepts of EC are those of event, anything that happens in the
domain at a given point in time, and fluent, any measurable element of the
environment that is subject to changes over time. Fluents are initiated or
terminated by events and can be intended as the terms for describing the state
of the environment i.e., the time intervals for which fluents hold describe the
evolution of the system over time.
While EC is typically used to reason about a fixed history of events (thus,
adding new events at runtime require the unpractical restart of the deductive
reasoning from scratch), REC has been conceived to adapt EC to the dynamic
context of runtime monitoring, where events happen (and are reported) at a
15

fast rate. It stems from the idea of caching the currently computed reasoning
results for future use (Chittaro & Montanari, 1994). Every time a new event
is delivered to the reasoner, the latter reacts by extending the narrative (i.e.,
the current set of happened events) and consequently revising the previously
computed results in order to make them consistent with the newly arrived
information.
To better understand the benefits brought by the combination of CEP
and REC, consider the scenario of some temporal reasoning that must be
carried out on the basis of the subject’s permanence time in a certain room.
The information regarding the room in which the subject is currently located
can be deduced from the (x, y) position of the wearable tag detected by the
RID device placed in the wall lamp. Listing 2 exemplifies how CEP can be
employed to convert the simple PositionEvent regarding the coordinates of
the tag position (received in a certain instant of time) into a more meaningful
UserZoneEvent signifying that the user is currently in a certain room or zone
of the house.
Listing 2: First example of rule to generate more meaningful events from the active tag’s
position.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

rule "UserZoneEvent generation from PositionEvent"
when
$pe : PositionEvent( $tag : tag , $x : x, $y: y,
$timestamp : timestamp) from entry−point "EventStream"
then
insert (new UserZoneEvent( DB.getUserByTag($tag)),
Map.getZoneFromCoord($x, $y), $timestamp );
end

Although the declarative nature of the logic condition simplifies the elicitation of the rule, with this approach, the reasoning on the permanence time
in a particular room is not straightforward: a separation is needed between
the concept of event – i.e., the (x, y) position arriving at a particular instant of
time – and environment/subject property – i.e., the condition of the subject
presence in a particular room holding for a certain time as a consequence of
the events’ arrival. Therefore, the rule in Listing 2 must be employed besides
other rules (see Listing 3) envisaging the horizontal arrangement of happened
events as suggested by REC: when a first UserZoneEvent arrives (see the
first rule in Listing 3), a novel UserZoneFluent is inserted in the knowledge
base of facts reporting the timestamp of the event as to keep track of the
instant in which the user was firstly detected in that zone of the house. Each
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time a UserZoneEvent with a different zone arrives (second rule in Listing
3), the previous UserZoneFluent is modified – according to REC multi-value
fluent theory – as regards both the zone and the entering timestamp.
Listing 3: REC theory applied to the reasoning on the user’s permanence time in a particular room or zone of the house.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

rule "UserZoneFluent first insertion"
when
$ure : UserZoneEvent( $user : user) from entry−point "EventStream"
not (UserZoneFluent( user == $user) )
then
insert (new UserZoneFluent( $user, $ure.getZone(),
$ure.getTimestamp() )); //since when the fluent is active
end
rule "The user moved to another zone: update UserZoneFluent."
when
$ure : UserZoneEvent( $user : user, $zone : zone,
$timestamp : timestamp ) from entry−point "EventStream"
$f l : UserZoneFluent(user==$user, zone!=$zone, $since : since, $timestamp>$since)
then
modify($f l) {setZone($zone), setTimestamp($timestamp)}
end

Fig. 3 highlights the vertical and horizontal arrangement of events according to our approach.
4. Relevant real-world scenarios
The initial project requirements analysis has led to the identification and
the subsequent implementation of more than 40 different scenarios, in which
the Habitat IoT system could be fruitfully exploited to simplify everyday
life and improve security for elderly. In this section, we only focus on the
most interesting scenarios from the point of view of our combined approach
of CEP and REC.
4.1. Caregiver presence tracking
As the Habitat project aims to support aging people with different requirements, it focuses on a scenario of a partially autonomous subject with
small mental or physical decay, which might be living alone or occasionally
assisted by a caregiver (e.g., a relative or a healthcare professional). The
presence of the caregiver in the system is a crucial information for the DSS,
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since different actions might be carried out in case of emergency whether the
caregiver is just in the next room or outside the house. For this reason, a
specific fluent is created to track the presence of the caregiver in the house
according to the arrival of UserZoneEvents. Listing 4 describes the rule for
the creation/deletion of this presence fluent and Fig. 4 illustrates an example
of fluent evolution in time.
Listing 4: Evolution of the fluent tacking the presence of a caregiver in the Habitat environment.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

rule "Caregiver is now present"
when
$uze : UserZoneEvent( $user:user, $user.getRole()==CAREGIVER)
not CaregiverPresentFluent(caregiver == $user)
then
insert( new CaregiverPresentFluent($user, $uze.getTimestamp())
end
rule "Caregiver went away"
when
$uze1 : UserZoneEvent($user:user, $user.getRole()==CAREGIVER, $ts : timestamp)
$cpf : CaregiverPresentFluent(caregiver == $user, since < $ts)
not $uze2 : UserZoneEvent( $uze1!=$uze2, user==$user,
this after [0s, 15s] $uze1)
then

Figure 3: Example of events and fluents evolution to keep track of the user’s permanence
time in a particular zone of the house.
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16
delete($cpf )
17 end

Figure 4: Example of fluent to track the presence of the caregiver in the Habitat system.

In particular, the second rule in Listing 4 employs a sliding window to
express the fact that, if no UserZoneEvent related to the caregiver is received
for a certain period (15 seconds in the presented example), we deduce that
the caregiver’s active tag must have been switched off as a consequence of
the caregiver going away, thus the CaregiverPresentFluent must be deleted
(line 16 in Listing 4).
4.2. Subject in relevant zone
Consider the case of the monitored subject attempting to get out. As
in the envisaged scenario the old person experiences only a slight cognitive
decadence, she is not prohibited to do so alone but the caregiver, if present,
must be notified of the situation. In case the caregiver is not in the house,
it is instead important that the subject remembers to do some operations
before going out e.g., take the apartment’s keys, switch off all the lights, etc.
In order to generalize this scenario, we envisage that some rooms/zones
of the house (e.g., the area around the main door) can be declared relevant
for a certain subject (at configuration time), so that, if she is detected there,
an advice is sent to the caregiver (if present) or subject herself. As show
in the first rule of Listing 5, this logic is realized through the creation of a
UserRelZoneUpEvent when the subject is detected in a zone that is relevant
for her (line 5) for a configurable amount of time (line 6). Conditions in
lines 8 and 9 reproduce a sort of histeresys cycle, thus to avoid the event is
triggered again when a notification has been already created and within 20
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seconds after the situation has been solved (see the following for a proper
explanation of UserRelZoneNotifFluent and UserRelZoneDownEvent).
The UserRelZoneUpEvent triggers the creation of a NotificationMessage,
which might be destined to the subject (line 20) or the caregiver (line 33)
depending on the existence of a CaregiverPresentFluent in the knowledge
base of facts. Either the caregiver is present or not, an appropriate NotificationMessage must be sent to all the interested interface devices through the
SEPA engine and a UserRelZoneNotifFluent must be inserted in the Drools’
knowledge base (lines 25 and 36) as to signify that a notification for the
detected scenario has been sent and the situation is waiting to be managed
(i.e., no answer has been received yet, nor the notification has been marked
has ignored).
Listing 5: Detection of subject in a relevant zone of the house and notification sending.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

rule "Detect the user in a relevant zone"
when
$ure : UserZoneEvent($user : user, $zone : zone, $ts : timestamp)
$urf : UserZoneFluent ($user==user,$user.getRole()==SUBJECT,
$zone==zone, $zone memberOf $user.getRelZones(),
$since : since, $ts − $since>$user.getTriggerTimeForRelZone($zone))
not UserRelZoneNotifFluent($user==user,$zone==zone,whenRaised<$ts,
! this.isAck(), ! this.isIgn())
not UserRelZoneDownEvent($user==user, $zone==zone, this before [0s,20s] $ure)
then
insert(new UserRelZoneUpEvent( $user, $zone, $ts ) )
end
rule "Notification of user in relevant zone when caregiver absent"
when
$upEv: UserRelZoneUpEvent($user: user, $zone: zone, $ts: timestamp)
not CaregiverPresentFluent()
then
NotificationMessage $notif ication = new NotificationMessage(
$user, // recipient
$user, // refers to this user
$zone, // regards this zone/room
$user.getMessageForRelZone($zone)); //e.g.,near exit door:‘‘Remember your keys’’
SEPA.produce($notif ication);
insert( new UserRelZoneNotifFluent($notif ication, $ts))
end
rule "Notification of user in relevant zone when caregiver present"
when
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30
$upEv : UserRelZoneUpEvent($user : user, $zone : zone, $ts: timestamp)
31
$cpF l : CaregiverPresentFluent($caregiver : caregiver)
32 then
33
NotificationMessage $notif ication = new NotificationMessage($caregiver,
34
$user, $zone, $user.getName()+" is in "+$zone); //e.g.,‘‘Adele is in exit zone’’
35
SEPA.produce($notif ication);
36
insert( new UserRelZoneNotifFluent($notif ication, $ts) )
37 end

Note that the system was initially conceived for a domestic use, in which
we envisage the presence of a single caregiver. The same approach could be
also employed in a different environment, like for example, a day-care facility
for elderly, where more than one caregiver is present because there are several
old people to be assisted. In this case, the presented rules must be slightly
modified to select the notification recipient according to specific policies (e.g.,
select the nearest caregiver or the most competent for the required operation).
When an answer is received for a UserRelZoneNotifFluent that was previously raised but not yet acknowledged nor set as ignored, the rule “UserRelZone Notification answer observed” (Listing 6) is executed. In this case, the
UserRelZoneNotifFluent is set as acknowledged and saved in the database for
logging purposes. The rule also triggers the creation of a UserRelZoneDownEvent (line 10), which is then used to remove the UserRelZoneNotifFluent
from the knowledge base of facts (line 33 of Listing 6).
The rule “UserRelZone Notification ignored” triggers in case no answer
is received within a time window of 30 seconds (line 18) for a certain notification. Analogously to the previous case, the notification is marked as
ignored and saved in the database before a UserRelZoneDownEvent is generated. The occurrence of this latter event finally cause the deletion of the
notification fluent (Last rule of Listing 6).
Listing 6: Handling of answer to a notification of subject in relevant zone.
1 rule "UserRelZone Notification answer observed"
2 when
3
$ans : AnswerMessage($notId : notId, $ts : timestamp)
4
from entry−point "EventStream"
5
$notF l : UserRelZoneNotifFluent($not : notification, $not.getId()==$notId,
6
whenRaised < $ts, ! this.isAck(), ! this.isIgn())
7 then
8
$notF l.setWhenAcknowledged($ts);
9
DB.save($notF l);
10
insert(new UserRelZoneDownEvent($not.getUser(),$not.getZone(),$ts));
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11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

end
rule "UserRelZone Notification ignored"
when
$upEv : UserRedZoneUpEvent($user : user, $zone : zone, $ts : timestamp)
$notF l : UserRelZoneNotifFluent($not : notification, ! this.isAck(), ! this.isIgn(),
$user == user, $zone == zone)
not $ans : AnswerMessage(notId == $not.getId(), this after [0s, 30s] $upEv)
from entry−point "EventStream"
then
Date now = System.currentTimeMillis();
$notF l.setWhenIgnored(now);
DB.save($notF l);
insert(new UserRelZoneDownEvent( $not.getUser(), $not.getZone(), now));
end
rule "UserRelZone Closing the notification fluent"
when
$ev: UserRelZoneDownEvent( $user : user, $zone : zone, $ts : timestamp)
$notF l : UserRelZoneNotifFluent ( this.notification.getUser() == $user,
this.notification.getZone() == $zone, whenRaised < $ts)
then
delete($notF l );
end

An example of evolution of the fluents involved in this scenario is presented in Figure 5.
4.3. Detection of static subject
The aim of this scenario is to identify the situation in which the user
results still in a certain position for too long. This condition indeed, might
mask a fall and the need for help. The requirement can be more exhaustively
expressed as follows: if the user is detected to be in a certain position for a
considerable amount of time (user-dependent and configurable) and she does
not result seated, then trigger a notification to the caregiver, if she is in the
house. Alternatively, if the caregiver is not present, send the notification to
the monitored subject herself, asking whether she is fine. A text message
must be sent to a predefined relative’s telephone number in case the user
answers with an help request or does not answer to the notification within a
certain (configurable) time.
The rules realizing this policy are reported in Listing 7.
Listing 7: Detection of subject too static in a certain position and notification sending.
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Figure 5: Example of fluent evolution for the scenario of a user detected in a relevant zone
of the house. Here the caregiver is not present, so the notification is sent to the monitored
subject Adele herself. After a certain time window without any answer from Adele, the
NotificationMessage is marked as ignored at the time instant ti.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

rule "Detect the user too static condition upon PositionEvents and UserPositionFluent"
when
$pe : PositionEvent ( $tag : tag, $x : x, $y : y, $zone : zone, $ts : timestamp )
from entry−point "EventStream"
$upf : UserPositionFluent ($user : user, $user==DB.getUserByTag($tag),
$user.getRole()==SUBJECT, $upf .isPositionInRange($x, $y),
$since : since, $ts − $since > $user.getTooStaticTriggerTime())
not UserSeatedFluent($user == user)
not $f l : UserTooStaticNotifFluent($user==user, whenRaised<$ts,
!this.Ack(), !this.Ign())
not $evDown : UserTooStaticDownEvent ($user == user, this before [0s,30s] $pe)
then
insert(new UserTooStaticUpEvent( $user, $zone, $ts));
end
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16
17
18
19
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21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

rule "UserTooStatic Notification when caregiver absent"
when
$ev: UserTooStaticUpEvent ( $user : user, $zone : zone, $ts : timestamp)
not CaregiverPresentFluent()
then
NotificationMessage $notif ication = new NotificationMessage($user, $user, $zone,
$user.getTooStaticMsg()); //e.g.,‘‘You are still for long time. Is everything fine?’’
SEPA.produce($notif ication);
insert ( new UserTooStaticNotifFluent($notif ication, $ts) );
end
rule "UserTooStatic Notification when caregiver present"
when
$ev: UserTooStaticUpEvent ( $user : user, $zone : zone, $ts : timestamp)
$cg CaregiverPresentFluent($caregiver : caregiver)
then
NotificationMessage $notif ication=new NotificationMessage($caregiver, $user, $zone,
$user.getName()+" too static in "+$zone);//e.g.,‘‘Adele is too static in bathroom’’
SEPA.produce($notif ication);
insert ( new UserTooStaticNotifFluent($notif ication, $ts) );
end

The first rule employs two further fluents generated upon PositionEvent,
namely UserPositionFluent and UserSeatedFluent. We omit the rules generating these fluents for brevity. The aim of UserSeatedFluent is to keep track
of the fact that the user is seated on the smart chair (and consequently her
static behavior should not trigger alarms), while the aim of UserPositionFluent is to maintain and update a centroid of the user’s positions. Indeed, as
the coordinates emitted by the RID-tag system are inevitably affected by an
error, the exact value of the x and y sent to the system might slightly vary in
time although the user is still. In order to ascertain that the subject is static
while coping with uncertainity about the precise user position, we must consider the case in which the centroid remains the same for a certain amount
of time. The centroid’s coordinates in the UserPositionFluent are therefore
initialized with the (x, y) and timestamp of the first PositionEvent, and then
updated only when a (x, y) is detected outside the error range around the
centroid.
In order to identify the stillness condition of the user, the first rule in Listing 7 checks if the coordinates in the PositionEvent are inside the centroid’s
range (line 6) for a period that exceeds the configured time (line 7) and the
user is not seated (line 8). In that case, according to the prescriptions of REC
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theory, a UserTooStaticUpEvent is generated, which is then used to create a
notification and a UserTooStaticNotifFluent. Analogously to the scenario of
the user in a relevant zone, different recipients and messages are set inside
the NotificationMessage object whether the caregiver is present in the house
(line 32) or not (line 21). The answer to this notification (or the lack of an
answer within a certain amount of time) is managed similarly to the case
of the user in a relevant zone and it is therefore omitted. Fig. 6 shows the
evolution of fluents as prescribed by Listing 7.

Figure 6: Example of fluent evolution for the scenario of a user that is detected too static.
Here the caregiver is present and therefore chosen as notification recipient. She answers
to the NotificationMessage at time ta, thus causing it to be marked as acknowledged.

4.4. Detection of subject standing up from chair
When the elderly subject is experiencing a physical decay, some – otherwise simple – operations, like standing up from a chair, represent a dangerous
behavior as they might pull her off balance and cause a fall. Thanks to a set
of load cells under its seat and feet, the smart chair is able to recognize not
only if a user is correctly or incorrectly seated, but also if she is trying to
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stand up. The Habitat DSS is responsible for collecting the messages from
the chair and understand if the subject going to stand up is allowed to do so
alone or should be assisted instead. To this end, the first rule in Listing 8 is
activated upon the arrival of a ChairMessage. It checks the profile of the involved subject through the UserSeatedFluent and determines her permission
to stand up autonomously. If not allowed (line 6), a UserStandingUpUpEvent
is generated, which is later used in the second rule of Listing 8 to produce
a notification for the caregiver. After discussing the logic of this scenario
with ASC Insieme, we assume that a user needing help when standing up is
always assisted. Thus, no rule is provided in case of caregiver absence. Fig.
7 highlights the evolution of fluents for this scenario.
Listing 8: Detection of subject standing up from the smart chair.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
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17
18
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20
21
22
23
24

rule "Detect the user standing up upon ChairMessages and UserSeatedFluent"
when
$chM sg : ChairMessage($idChair : idChair, type==STANDING_UP,
$ts : timestamp) from entry−point "EventStream"
$usf : UserSeatedFluent( $user : user, idChair == $idChair, $zone : zone
since < $ts, ! $user.allowedStandUpAlone() )
not $f l : UserStandingUpNotifFl($user==user, idChair == $idChair,
whenRaised<$ts, !this.Ack(), !this.Ign())
not $evDown:UserStandingUpDownEvent($user==user, this before[0s,30s]$chM sg)
then
insert(new UserStandingUpUpEvent( $user, $zone, $ts));
end
rule "UserStandingUp Notification, only when caregiver present"
when
$ev : UserStandingUpUpEvent ( $user : user, $zone : zone, $ts : timestamp)
$cg : CaregiverPresentFluent($caregiver : caregiver)
then
NotificationMessage $notif ication=new NotificationMessage($caregiver, $user, $zone,
$user.getName()+" is trying to stand up in "+$zone);
//e.g.,‘‘Adele is trying to stand up in living room’’
SEPA.produce($notif ication);
insert ( new UserStandingUpNotifFl($notif ication, $ts) );
end

In an analogous way, the Habitat DSS, notifies the subject in case of
incorrect posture, or – employing a time window as in the scenario of a too
static subject – in case she is detected to spend too much time on the chair.
In the latter eventuality, aiming to improve the lifestyle of the monitored
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Figure 7: Example of fluent evolution for the scenario of a user standing up from the smart
chair. In this case, since the user is not allowed to do so without assistance, a notification
is sent to the caregiver. At time ta, she answers to the NotificationMessage, thus causing
it to be marked as acknowledged.

subject, after a configurable amount of time, a message suggesting to have a
walk is sent to the elderly.
5. Evaluation
The Habitat project has undergone two kind of evaluations:
• a qualitative test carried out in a day-care facility for elderly, in order
to understand the degree of usability and attractiveness of the smart
objects for elderly subjects, and;
• a quantitative test conducted in simulated environments, to determine
the individual technical capabilities of the Habitat main components
and point out which of them could represent a bottleneck in large use
cases.
The qualitative test has been carried out by an external reviewer during
May 2018 at the day-care facility for elderly Borgo del Sasso in Sasso Mar27

coni (Bologna, Italy), involving 19 participants (7 self-sufficient old persons, 4
caregivers together with 4 non-autonomous patients, 2 caregivers alone, and
2 elderly needing care alone), who have been given first experience of the
various objects and smartphone applications composing the Habitat system.
In particular, the room has been equipped with a smart-lamp, a wall panel,
and a smart chair, as well as standard forniture so as to resemble a normal
living room. During the interview, the participants were invited to wear the
inertial belt and the smart brooch, and to familiarize with the Habitat application installed on a smartphone, as well as with the messages runtime
delivered to the latter (e.g., notification of incorrect posture when the participant is seated on the chair, too static position, proximity to the doorstep
as a relevant zone, etc.). The attractiveness of an alternative localization tag
inserted into a smart pendant was also evaluated.
The main goal of the installation was a qualitative analysis – conducted
according to the usability heuristics of (Nielsen, 1994) – of the experience of
elderly and caregivers when they first come into contact with the interfaces
of the smart objects (Mincolelli et al., 2019).
Nonetheless, the experiments were also the occasion to evaluate the Habitat project in a real environment from a technical and operational point of
view. As expected, the installation of the testing scenario has highlighted
a crucial role of the wi-fi signal and keepalive of smartphone services in the
detection of the relevant situations. Moreover, the analysis have underlined
that the wiring and recharging needs of the smart devices could represent
a concern for the future industrial development and commercialization of
the Habitat system. In view of this, the adoption of less power consuming
wireless communication standards – such as Zigbee (Zigbee, 2018) –, will be
considered.
In order to give a quantitative evaluation of the Habitat system performance, the indoor localization system, the SEPA routing system, and the
DSS have been separately considered. The final aim of these tests is to analyze the behavior of the components in large scenarios, where several users
need to be monitored. As the data collected during the usability tests were
not sufficient to stress the system, we resort to simulation for the quantitative
evaluation.
As regards the localization system, several measurements have taken place
in a typical indoor scenario of about 31 square meters. Nine different positions in the room have been analyzed and reported, with the tag placed in
the two different locations of the user’s body: on the chest as a pendant or on
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 8: Representation of four real and measured positions for the points of minimum
(left, point #1 in 8a: 1.08 m, point #2 in 8c: 1.82 m) and maximum (right, point #3
in 8b: 4.37 m, point #4 in 8d: 5.51 m) distance from the reader, with the active tag
placed on the shoulder of the user. The average of ten consecutive measurements has been
considered for the estimated points.

the shoulder as a brooch. A minimum error of 0.06 m and maximum of 0.56
m have been noticed in correspondence of the points of minimum (1.08 m)
and maximum (5.51 m) RID-tag distance, respectively, with the tag placed
on the shoulder of the user. In Fig. 8, real and retrieved positions of the
tagged users are reported, taking into account the average of ten consecutive
bi-dimensional localization measurements.
The Habitat’s message routing and DSS have been tested through software simulated environments, which allows to reproduce particularly stressing conditions. Both the evaluations refers to the execution of the backbone
infrastructure on an average hardware architecture: a quad-core 2,9 GHz
Intel Core i7 CPU with hyperthreading, 16GB RAM and 256GB SSD.
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The performance of the semantic message routing system SEPA has been
evaluated by simulating the arrival of an increasing number of user position
messages. For each message, the time between its insertion into the engine
and its notification to the specific consumer has been recorded. Fig. 9
reports the evolution of the aforementioned times in the worst (dotted line),
best (dashed line) and average (continuous line) cases, when the number of
tracked subjects increases. The graph underlines that the SEPA engine is able
to deliver the position messages with an almost constant average delay lower
than 100ms. Nonetheless, a future implementation in large scenarios (e.g., a
day-care facility for elderly) should take into account that, if the system is
required to track more than 200 subjects, the delivery of a restricted number
of position messages (around 6‰) might be delayed of more than 2 seconds
(as underlined by the MaxTime line in Fig. 9).

Figure 9: Evaluation of the SEPA delivery times when simulating an increasing number
of observed subjects.

As regards the Habitat DSS, the performance evaluation has been carried
out considering the scenario of a user in relevant zone, since it employs one
of the most complicated chaining of Drools rules in order to decide if the
notification needs to be sent (and which should be its content and recipient).
Furthermore, different scenarios would call for different performance e.g., the
notification of a user spending too much time on the chair can be delayed by
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minutes, whereas the message reporting that the elderly is going out should
be delivered within some seconds. For this reason, the testing scenario has
been built with all the users requiring to be suddenly reminded of a specific
sequence of actions to be executed before going out of the apartment. The
notification is triggered when the subject is detected in the exit zone for a
time window that has been specifically configured to be null in this test.
Thus, to simulate the most difficult scenario, where the DSS has to react
within seconds to the changing environment.
The performance of the DSS are tested by recording the time between
the arrival of a position message from the SEPA engine (reporting a location
inside the exit zone range) and the insertion (back into the SEPA engine) of
the correspondent notification triggered by the DSS rules. Analogously to
what presented for the semantic routing system, Fig. 10 reports these times
in the worst (dotted line), best (dashed line) and average (continuous line)
cases, while we increase the number of tracked subjects.

Figure 10: Evaluation of the time employed by Habitat DSS to trigger a notification in case
of subject detected near the exit zone, when simulating an increasing number of observed
subjects.

Realizing the main business logic of the application, the DSS is the most
complicated and consequently slowest component of the Habitat system. The
graph in Fig. 10 in particular, highlights that for example, if an average
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time of 5s should elapse from the detection of a user in a relevant zone to
the triggering of a notification, then no more than 200 subjects should be
managed or, at least, no more than 200 subjects should be triggering such
notification in the same instant of time. Clearly, the maximum number of
subjects that can be simultaneously monitored depends on the maximum
delay accepted in the specific context.
6. Related work
The Habitat project aims to create a flexible support system for elderly
and disabled people combining the most recent advances in the field of IoT:
Semantic Web technologies for message routing and a combination of CEP
and REC theories for temporal reasoning.
The Semantic Web (Berners-Lee et al., 2001), intended as a global Web
of Data (Bizer et al., 2009) which can be interpreted and directly processed
by digital machines, is becoming a Web of Dynamic Data, where detecting,
communicating and tracking the evolution of data changes play a crucial
role and open new research questions (Umbrich et al., 2010; Sanderson &
Van de Sompel, 2012). Works focused on enabling interoperability in the
IoT through the use of Semantic Web technologies, like the ones presented
in (Llanes et al., 2016; Schade et al., 2012; Boulos et al., 2015; Alti et al.,
2016), emphasize the need for solutions on detecting and communicating data
changes over the Web of Data.
The SPARQL Event Processing Architecture (SEPA) (Roffia et al., 2018)
adopted by Habitat aims at providing such a solution by means of a contentbased publish-subscribe mechanism where the W3C SPARQL 1.1 Update
(SPARQL Update, 2013) and Query (SPARQL Query, 2013) languages are
fully supported respectively by publishers and subscribers. SEPA can be
framed within the research topics known as stream reasoning (Della Valle
et al., 2009), linked stream data processing (Le-Phuoc et al., 2012) and
content-based publish-subscribe (Eugster et al., 2003). Initial solutions for
Semantic Web-based publish-subscribe are presented by Wang et al. (Wang
et al., 2004) and Chirita et al. (Chirita et al., 2004), while a first attempt to use SPARQL as subscription language is presented in (Skovronski,
2006). Other early RDF stream processing approaches propose to extend
SPARQL with time-windows like in streaming SPARQL (Bolles et al., 2008),
C-SPARQL (Barbieri et al., 2010), SPARQLStream (Calbimonte et al., 2010),
Event Processing SPARQL (EP-SPARQL) (Anicic et al., 2011), Continu32

ous Query Evaluation over Linked data Streams (CQELS) (Le-Phuoc et al.,
2011) and Sparkwave (Komazec et al., 2012). Other research works focusing on the use of SPARQL as subscription language include the one by
Groppe et al. (Groppe et al., 2007), EventCloud (Pellegrino et al., 2012,
2013), INSTANS (Abdullah et al., 2012; Rinne et al., 2012), semantic event
notification service (SENS) (Murth, 2008; Murth & Kühn, 2009b,a, 2010)
and Smart-M3 (Roffia et al., 2016; Honkola et al., 2010; Suomalainen et al.,
2010; Galov et al., 2015; Viola et al., 2016; D’Elia et al., 2017; Morandi et al.,
2012).
Research efforts on developing Linked Data, and in particular detecting Linked Data changes, would have an impact on the development of distributed, context-aware and interoperable applications/sevices as much as
Web standards will be adopted and promoted. The main Web players are
pushing in this direction by promoting standards – e.g., the W3C recommendation on Linked Data Notifications (Linked Data, 2017) – and defining
ontologies and vocabularies – e.g., Schema.org founded by Google, Microsoft,
Yahoo and Yandex. The SPARQL 1.1 Secure Event Protocol (SPARQL SE
Protocol, 2018) and the SPARQL 1.1 Subscribe Language (SPARQL Subscribe, 2018) proposed by SEPA go in that direction.
As regards temporal reasoning on the messages coming from the Habitat sensors, CEP (Luckham, 2008) has been employed. As also pointed out
by Mani Chandy et al. (Chandy & Schulte, 2010), thanks to its expressive
power and notation clarity, this approach born to process high-frequency
streams of events, has already been applied in various application domains,
like Business Process Management (BPM), fraud detection, analysis of data
from sensor networks, or algorithmic stock-tradings. In the field of IoT in
general, where several messages coming from different sensors are supposed
to be routed to a monitoring system and analyzed to extract a complex information about the overall environment, CEP is the perfect candidate to
support event stream processing (Bruns et al., 2015; Qin et al., 2016; Akbar
et al., 2017; Flouris et al., 2017; Terroso-Sáenz et al., 2015; Sheriff et al.,
2015; Machado et al., 2017; Wickramasinghe et al., 2017).
The work by Sheriff et al. (Sheriff et al., 2015) in particular, presents a
framework that integrates Big Data analytics techniques, IoT and CEP to realize a healthcare-specific analytics software. More similarly to our approach,
those by Machado et al. (Machado et al., 2017) and Wickramasinghe et al.
(Wickramasinghe et al., 2017) employ CEP to detect critical situations occurred in ambient assisted living environments on the basis of row data from
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sensors.
Some other works deal with the analysis of events from smart objects in
a generic domestic environment, overlooking CEP but particularly focusing
on the aspects of process mining (Dimaggio et al., 2016; Leotta et al., 2015;
Sztyler et al., 2015; Tax et al., 2018a,b).
In order to simplify the temporal reasoning on incoming events, our approach applies the REC theory (Chesani et al., 2010a; Bragaglia et al., 2012a)
alongside the stream processing technology of CEP. Being firstly conceived
to apply the EC paradigm to the more dynamic field of event flow runtime
monitoring, REC has been employed in a variety of application domains e.g,
BPM (Montali, 2010; Chesani et al., 2016), clinical guidelines and care-flow
protocols (Bottrighi et al., 2011; Bragaglia et al., 2014), service oriented architectures (Chesani et al., 2008) and multi-agent systems (Chesani et al.,
2010b).
In particular, the works (Bragaglia et al., 2012b; Bragaglia, 2013) are
closely related to our research since they represent an attempt to enhance
Drools framework by giving support to REC theory, thus testifying the increasing interest in the combination of CEP and REC for event monitoring
purposes.
For the future, the work at hand can be enriched by profiling the subject’s
habits through machine learning techniques. Indeed, as also highlighted in
the surveys by Rashidi et al. (Rashidi & Mihailidis, 2013) and Nabian et al.
(Nabian, 2017), several works in this field have already shown good results
in the identification of user’s low-/high-level activities from the analysis of
various types of sensor-originated information (Anguita et al., 2012, 2013;
Fleury et al., 2013, 2010). Taking inspiration from these works, Habitat can
be extended to further promptly identify behaviors that can cause health
problems to the monitored subject in the long run.
7. Conclusion and future research directions
With the view to lengthen the autonomy of elderly and support their
dignity, it is crucial to foster their stay at home and delay the resort to
nursing homes as much as possible. The Habitat project aims to combine
the recent advances in the field of environmental and wearable sensors, IoT
technologies and event processing, to build an assistive system for domestic
residences to support aging people.
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In this work, we presented the backbone infrastructure of such system,
particularly focusing on the adopted semantic message routing technology,
called SEPA engine, and our approach to event analysis, which combines
CEP and a reactive implementation of EC.
On one hand, the SEPA engine enables information level interoperability
and give support to the evolvability and dynamicity of the underlying IoT
sensor network. On the other hand, the event analysis approach, which intertwines CEP and REC, ensures an expressive mechanism for the formulation
of the temporal properties to be monitored and corresponding reactions to
be carried out. The present work shows these advantages through an accurate description of a subset of real-world scenarios, where decoupling the
vertical dimension of semantic pregnancy from the horizontal one of temporal
reasoning mostly highlights its benefits in terms of expressiveness and clarity.
The Habitat platform performance has been evaluated by separately analyzing the indoor localization system, the SEPA engine, and the DSS. Further
tests have been carried out on the Habitat system as a whole by an external reviewer aiming to asses the degree of usability and acceptability of each
smart object.
For the future, in order to improve reliability and decrease power consumption of the overall system, we plan to integrate energy efficient technologies for wireless communications. We also envisage an improvement of
the features of the chair, through the introduction of an electomechanical
system to lift the seat when an allowed autonomous attempt to stand up is
detected. The adoption of CEP and REC make the extension of the DSS in
this sense a rather straightforward task.
Finally, all the data collected during the usability evaluation in a real environment could represent the starting point for a future improvement of the
Habitat project adaptability. Indeed, the system is already able to provide
a report summarizing the main features of the elderly’s lifestyle – in terms
of e.g., the portion of time spent on the smart chair or in more dynamic activities, time spent in each room or outside the apartment, distance covered
by feed, etc. This report has been conceived to allow the family or caregiver to have a quick glance at the subject’s lifestyle and, eventually, modify
the system configurations with custom parameters. We plan to exploit the
data collected during the usability tests as a first training set to automate
the profiling of user habits through machine learning techniques, and consequently enhance the quality of possible suggestions for a healthy lifestyle.
For example, consider a user spending too much time on the smart chair e.g.,
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four hours when the best for her health is two. If the system is be able to
understand the usual amount of time spent on the chair and progressively
reduce (e.g., 10% each day) the timeout after which (the corresponding scenario is triggered and) the user is delivered a message suggesting to have
a walk, the acceptability of the suggestion could increase w.r.t. a system
always notifying the message after two hours.
The application of machine learning techniques could also be useful for
anomaly detection, whereas more sophisticated analysis could be conducted
on data coming from several days of observation. For example, as Alzheimer’s
disease and dementia are frequently preceded by gait disorders, balance problems, abnormal motor behaviors, and degeneration of the sleep-waking cycle
(Nams et al., 2010; Hoffmeyer et al., 2012; Pettersson et al., 2005, 2002),
the application of machine learning techniques in the framework of the Habitat project could pave the way to enhancements in early detection of these
diseases.
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